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Sydney, NSW - February, 7 February 2011 2011 - BrixHQ is a new flexible, adaptable and cost
effective agile project management and collaboration tool all in a web environment.
BrixHQ provides you a flexible dashboard with Wall, Gantt Chart, My Tasks and Graphs tabs. You
can add a project, sprint or task directly from the dashboard in no time at all. The wall is
customizable by the users to meet their requirements. Gantt Chart tab let you create and manage
your Gantt charts by dragging and dropping the tasks. Tasks an be edited directly on the chart.
Project members can see the tasks by status on their own customized wall under MyTasks tab and
can filter them by week or month. Project manager can track the projects by velocity, by team
member, by status and red flags the tasks those are overdue. Brix also provides some reports as
part of the project which you can fine tune by applying different filters. These reports will help the
team to understand the current status of the project and take necessary steps to keep it on the right
track. Brix has different monthly and yearly price model based on the number of team members. But
for non-profits its always free.
A 30 days free trial sign-up is available for unlimited full access to the system. So, why not give it a
shot and let us know your review or comment. Sign up now for a free trial at www.brixhq.com
About Brix
Brix Software was founded in May 2009 by Pete Sanders and Scott Montgomerie. BrixHQ online
agile Project Management was officially released in January 2011 after period in private beta. Brix
Software has offices in North America (Edmonton) and Asia Pacific (Sydney). You can contact the
Founders as follows; Pete @ BrixHQ.com & Scott @ BrixHQ.
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